Throughout this paper we assume all spaces are path-connected and all fiber spaces are Hurewicz fiber spaces.
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1* Fixed point iϊ-classes* The concept of fixed point iϊ-classes is presented in [8] and [7] . For convenience of calculation, we give its definition a precise algebraic formulation.
Let X be a space, and H be a normal subgroup of π^X) (which means that for each x e X, a normal subgroup H(x) of π t (X, x) is defined, such that for any path w in X from x to x', we have w* (H(x) )-H(x'), where w*: π x (X 9 x)-+π 1 (X, x' ) is defined by w*((a))( w^aw), for any (a) eπ ι (X f x)). Two paths c, d in X are said to Suppose that a map /: X -> X satisfies f Λ (H) c H (it means that for any xeX, f x (H(x) )czH (f(x) ) where f Jt :π 1 (X f x)->π 1 (X f f(x) ) is the induced homomorphism). Then, for each xeX, f π : π^X, x) -> π t (X, f{x)) induces a homomorphism f H : π x (X 9 x)/H(x) -> π x {X y f(x))J ). Conversely, if x, x' 6 Φ(/) determine the same element, then, according to the first conclusion, we can find paths c, c' from x Q to x, x' respectively such that rr It follows that <rV ~/o(c~~V). Since c~V is a path from x to a?', we get that x, x f are in the same H-class.
• Lemma 
The conclusions (c) and (d) show that v is bijective and that we can identify all F π (f; x, w) by v to get an abstract set denoted by F π (f) .
Then (e) shows that we can identify all p(χ 9 w) to get an injection p: (u~ιawA(G, uiw^s ~ (u~WwA(G, V^W'^H ,
where J(G, n) is the diagonal path defined by J(G, u)(t) = G(u(t), t). Thus we can define a transformation μ G \ F H (f; x, w) -> F H (g; x\ w') by
Since F H (f; x, w) 
Proof. We define a map H: I x I -> E hy H(t, s) = X(d(t), e)(8) .
The restrictions of iϊ to the four sides of the square I x I are paths λ(eZ(O), c), λ(c£(l), c), d and τ~c°d. From this we get the conclusion of the lemma.
• 
Let f:E->E be a fiber map inducing f:B->B, let beΦ(f) and let / 6 be the restriction of / to p-^δ). For any xep~\b), the commutative diagram
Let F -{f t }: E x I-+Έ be a fiber homotopy from / to g, and let F = {/J: B x I-» B be the homotopy induced by F. LetJ> e Φ(/), 6' 6 $((/) and let wbea path in I? from b to δ' such that J(F, w)~w.
Proof. Define maps
The maps h and h' are a pair of commuting maps. Since (τ^)
For a path 0, let cj(r, s e I) denote the subpath of c defined by o;(ί) = e(r + (β -r)ί).
Let D = {dj: ^ cί J(F, w). We construct homotopies H: p~\b)
wΓ)(l -t)) .
Then H is from f b to Λ, Jϊ' is from h' to Λ/' and H" is from Λ /; to g h >. By Lemma 1.3, we have bisections μ H , μ H > and μ H n. Let
then T^ is a bijection. Π In calculation we always use a representation of T w . We can indeed get an extremely simple representation by a special choice of reference pairs. Thus let (x, r) be a pair for f b . The special choice for h is (x, rH x ) (cf. the remark following Lemma 1.3); the special choice for h! is {x\ τ^ o (rH x )) 9 where x f = τ s (aj) (cf. Lemma 1.4); the special choice for h" is (a?', (^©(rffj)^), and the special choice for g v is (a?', {τ^o{rH x ))Hl,H' x '), where ϋ,, ^, JSΓ*5 are traces.
Then ( 
Proof. We construct maps G t :
Calculating the paths defined by restricting the G t to the four sides of I x I, we get in E
Applying the four formulas to the definition of r', we get (5 
(Lemma 2.1).
On the other hand, since w is a path from x to x', (5)). Q
We will often apply 2.2-2.5 in a special case, namely when F is a constant homotopy f t = f. In this case, b, b r are in the same class of /, A{F, w) = /° w, A{F, w) = /© w, (5) becomes (5a) r ' ^ w~ιr(fow) and the diagram in Lemma 2.5 becomes
We now add two properties of T^ in this special case. Before this, we first prove LEMMA 
Let v be a path in E such that v(Q), v(l) e p~\b) and ζpov) is the unit of π^B, δ). Then there is a path /in p~ι(b) from v(0) to v(l) such that /C=L v in E.
Proof. We first take an arbitrary path
is a loop based at v(0), and p κ ((y/ f~'L y) is the unit. By the exactness of the sequencê
we can find an element 7 of π x {p~ι{b) 9 Proof. Let (x, r) be a reference pair for f b , let (x\ r f ) be the induced pair for f h , from (x, r) and w, and let (x'\ r") be the induced pair for f h , from (x, r) and w\ Let w -λ(α?, w), w' = λ(a?, w') We need only to prove that the diagram (1)) .
Since in E (by (5a) and Lemma 2.1) Let w -w'w". Then 3* The structure of fixed point classes of a fiber map* Let (E 9 p, B) be a fiber space with E, B and all fibers path-connected, and let /: E-^E be a fiber map. Since p°f=f°P and i h°fh j= f<>i bf by Lemma 1.4, we can define (V, r' ). Suppose (&", r") is the pair for / 6 / induced from (cc, r) and w. By (4), the representation of T^(F 0 ) in (x", r") is [<r^oii>J. Let w = X(x, w). Since (pofr^)) is the unit of π^B, 6'), we can find a path / in p'^δ') from x" to a;' such that /~w~ιv in £7 (Lemma 2.6). Then by (1) F (F) ). Thus we conclude that h 7 preserves index.
From now on in this paper, let (E, p, B) be a fiber space with E, B and all fibers compact connected ANR's, and let /: E -> E be a fiber map. From the above discussion, we get LEMMA 3.2. The bisection T^ defined in Lemma 2.2 is indexpreserving.
• Thus
• From Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we get some corollaries. Let #£ denote the cardinality of a set S.
COROLLARY 3.4. Let FeP(f) so that p,(F)eΦ\f). Then for any bep F (F) the number §(i h )~\F) (i.e., the number of elements in (i b )r\F)) is a constant, and for any bep F (F), any F o e(i b )^\F), the index i/ b (F Q ) is also a constant.
Proof. By 
, one can easily see that p(F)ap F (F), and we need only prove p v (F)ap(F). Let bep,(F), then F contains k(F) essential fixed point Z-classes of f b , so F Π ίΓ^fe) ^ 0 and & 6 p{F). Thus p(F)Z)pr(F).
• 4* The essential fixed point classes of /• In this section we prove THEOREM 
Suppose FeΦ'(f). Then i f (F) Φ 0 if and only if J(F) Φ 0 and ij(p v {F)) Φ 0.
To prove it, we first give several lemmas. LEMMA 
Let F:f~g:ExI->E be a fiber homotopy, and let FeΦ'(f), F'= μ F {F). Then ίj(p F (F)) = i~g(p v (F')). Suppose further that p v (F')eΦ'{g). Then j(F) = j(F') and k(F) = k(F').
Proof. 
that w~Δ(F, w). By Lemma 2.5, T^(i b )~XF)) = (ί b ,)-\F').
Since Γ ¥ is a bisection and preserves index, we get j(F) -j(F f ) and k(F) = fc(F'). Π LEMMA 
Lei (j&, p, S) and (E', p\ B') be fiber spaces with E, E\ B, B f and all fibers compact connected ANR's. Let h: E -^E f and h f :E' -*E be fiber maps, and set f -h'oh, g = hoh f . Suppose FeΦ'(f), F' = h p (F). Then i(F) = i(F'), k(F) = k(F') and ij(p p (F)) = Proof. Let maps h:B->B' and h'\B' -+B be those induced by

(F))
Let δ 6 p F (F). Then V = λ(6) e p (F') and fe'(δ') = /(6) = 6. Let 
It follows that j(F) = j(F') and k(F) = k(F').
•
A space X dominates a space Y by maps Y ~^> X -> Y if ξoη ĩ d: F^ y. We say that a fiber space (£", p', 5') ,/ϊδer dominates a fiber space (2£, p, B) by fiber maps E^> E' -* E it ζoη is fiber homotopic to the identity of E.
The following Lemmas 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 by r{b\ e) = (6', τ r(p(e) , i(6Ί) (e)) .
It is easy to check that r is a retraction and { (6', e) Let {E\p\B') be the fiber space induced by I from p. The map ξ lifts to a fiber map ξ .E' -+E. Lemma 4.4 shows that E' and all fibers of (£", p\ B r ) are also compact connected ANR's. It remains to show (E f , p', B') fiber dominates (E, p, B) .
Let (£"', p", B) be the fiber space induced by rj from p f and lift η to η\ E" -> E'. Then {E",p",B) is the fiber space induced by ζoη from p. But fo^~id, so (cf. [10] , p. 102) ζoη:E"-*E is a fiber homotopy equivalence with a fiber homotopy inverse ζ: 
p-\U) >σ x p~\b) by <p(e) = (fop(e), foτ(p(e),b)(e)) .
There are homotopies {h t }: c°φ ~ f. p~\U) -> E and {k t }: f x f h ~ φor. (both sets contain the same fixed points)
r(/((l -t)b + tp(e)), fop(e))ofo T (p(e), (1 -t)b + tp(e))(e)
The last equation is by Exercise V. 3 of [3] .
The conclusion of the lemma now follows, because ij{b) -
<(/, U). •
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.5, we get a fiber space (£", p\ B f ) with E' and all fibers compact connected ANR's, and B' a compact connected polyhedron, which fiber dominates (E, p 9 B) by fiber maps E^E r ^E.
We define f x = ξoΎ]of : E->E and /' = rjo foξ:E'->E'. By Hopf's Approximation Theorem (cf. [3] , p. 118), /' is homotopic to a map /": J5' ->2?' such that /" has only a finite number of fixed points each lying in a maximal simplex of some triangulation of J3\ By the homotopy lifting property of (E' 9 p', B'), f" lifts to a fiber map /": E' -> E' which is fiber homotopic to /'. The proof is in four steps.
Step 1. The theorem holds for /". Let FeΦ\f"), and
It follows that i r ,{F) Φ 0 «• i(F) ^ o and ij»(p^(F)) ^ 0.
Step 2. The theorem holds for /'. Let F be a fiber homotopy from /' to /". For each FeΦ'(jf'),
Step 3. The theorem holds for / x . To prove it, one can adopt the method of Step 2, using Lemma 4.3 instead of 4.2.
Step 4. The theorem holds for /. The proof is similar to Step 2.
• 5* The Nielsen number of a fiber map /• Let F ί9 ,F n be the essential fixed point classes of /, where n = N(f). By Theorem 4.1, if FeF(f) is essential, then p p (f) is also essential, so for some F ί . Let
Thus to calculate N(f), we need only calculate the C £ .
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X be a space and let h: X-^ X be a map. If x eΦ(h), then ft*: π^X, x) ->TΓ^X, a?). We define
which is a subgroup of π x (X, x) .
Lemma 2.7 permits us to define T a = T^: (4)). Let w = λ(a?, w), which is a path from sc to (Fix(f π 
, where xeF 0 .
• We now discuss the product formula of the Nielsen number of a fiber map. Its original form is
It does not always hold. Now we discuss the conditions which imply (7), and improve (7). (7) follows from (6) .
to hold. The conclusion of the theorem now follows.
• Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 show that, for an orientable fiber space, when conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, the formula (7) always holds. COROLLARY 5.7 (Fadell [4] 
Hence (b) of Theorem 5.6 is also satisfied, and (7) holds.
• COROLLARY 5.8 (Fadell [4] ). Let (E, p, B) be orientable and let f: E ->E be a fiber map such that for any b e Φ(f) which belongs to an essential class and for any x e p~\b) (%)*: ^i(P"\b) f x)
• π x (E, x)
is injective, and Fix (f π ) b is trivial. Then (7) holds.
Proof. Since (i h ) π is injective, then (a) of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied. Since Fix(/ π ) 6 is trivial, then (b) of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied.
• EXAMPLE 1. Let (E, p, B) be orientable and B=T n , the w-torus, then (7) always holds for any fiber map /: E -> E.
is injective. It follows that (a) of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied.
The group π^T 71 ) is free abelian with n generators. When the generators are given, then each element aeπ^T 71 ) can be denoted by (fci, ••-,&«), where the k t are integers, and /*: π x (T n ) -> π r (T n ) can be represented by an n x n matrix A with integer elements:
By [1] , N(f) = |det(A -I)\ where I denotes the identity matrix. If f π fixed only the unit, then by Corollary 5.8, (7) holds. Otherwise, there is an aeπ t (B) such that a is not the unit and f π (a) -a. It follows that (A -I)a = 0, and thus N(f) = | det (A -I)| = 0. By Theorem 5.5, (7) still holds.
• EXAMPLE 2. Let Si denote the unit circle in the complex plane C, that is Si = {zeC\\z\ = 1}, and let Si = {zeC\\z~2\ = 1}. Let B = SiΌ Si, E = B x Si and p: E -> B be the projection. Then (E, p, B) is a trivial fiber space, so it is orientable and (a) of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied. We define a fiber map f:E->E by y > *'»"), iίbeSi, where /, m are integers. Then Φ(/) = Si and iV(/) = 1. The group πχ(B) is free with two generators. For any be Si, let c be the loop in B based at b which goes around Si once. Then Fix (f π ) b is exactly the free cyclic group generated by <c>. Let (6, y) e Φ(/), and let a path (c, e y ) be defined by (c, e y )(t) = (c(ί), 2/) Then (c, βj is a loop in E base_d at (6, y) and <(c, β y )> e Fix(fπ) {b , y) . But p*«(c, β y )» = <c>, so Fix (/ s ) 6 = ^π(Fix (Λ) (δ>2/) ). Thus (b) of Theorem 5.6 is satisfied and (7) Note that P(f) ^ P κ {f) ^ 1. We must calculate P κ {f) and P(/).
THEOREM 5.9. Let (E, p, B) (Fix (f π ) x ) ] is independent of the choice of x in Φ(/).
Let q be a positive integer such that (/ 9 ) π (7Γ 1 (£/)) is abelian. For any x, x' eΦ(f), let v be a path in E from x to x', and let w = f«o V . Set β -(vifov-1 )) eπ λ (E f x), then (f%(β) = ^(/o^" 1 )). If a 6 Fix (/,)., then a = (/«)*(«) e Im ((/«%). Since Im ((/ 9 ),) is abelian, then Then Thus ^(Fixί/^JcPixCΛ),/. Similarly we have w ^Fix Fix (/*),.. Hence w*: Fix (/^ -^Fix (f κ ) 9 , is an isomorphism.
Since p π is surjective, (f^π^B)) = v π {{f%{π^E))) is also abelian. We can similarly prove that w*: Fix (/ π ) δ -^Fix 
